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Details of Visit:

Author: Peter Pecker
Location 2: Kennington Oval / Stockwell
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 25 Aug 2010 17:15
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07514836338

The Premises:

Small but comfortable & clean flat. You have to phone when you are outside and she comes down
& opens the front door. Clean bathroom but no hot water supply to the basin. Plenty of street
parking, some is free up to one hour but most is ?3-40 per hour, pay & display. Exactly mid way
between Oval & Stockwell tube stations. Very close to bus routes.

The Lady:

Mid twenties white girl, not particularly pretty but with an impressive pair of 36JJ all-natural hooters.
Verging on the BBW but not particularly beautiful and sizewise only borderline BBW apart from her
bazookers! Reasonably friendly nature, but I got the impression that she was very much in this for
the money.

The Story:

A rather disappointing session despite her impressive frontage. She is listed on the other site but as
is often the case the services listed there are not in practice on offer. In Jess' case there was no
DFK and no OWO on offer, although her covered O was above average.

After some titty juggling we had sex in two positions, but all the time she was complaining about
back pain caused by her (not that big!) Bristols and mostly had a pained expression on her face.

But worse was to come! When she knelt on the edge of the bed for doggy a very unpleasant smell
arose from her nether regions. After the session I only saw her clean herself up with wet wipes
despite a power-shower in the bathroom.

In conclusion, if your wont is some titty juggling and relief between her magnificent mammaries you
might find her a worthwhile albeit somewhat expensive punt, but for other services definitely not
recommended!
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Service Provider's Rebuttal

Jess writes:

I never saw this client he saw my website and got my information from there as i only see regular
clients and his not one of them
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